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Baseball season is here and we've g_ot the killer preview - p.12 
Watson stirs crowd at celebration 
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH 
Asst news editor 
It seemed only fitting thatthe UCFGospel 
and Cultural Choir would end the Welcome 
Back Celebration Monday with a stining rendi-
tion of PressTowardtheMarkforthePrizeofthe 
High Calling. 
In a presentation that was part inspiration 
and partinformation,Dr.DennisRahiim Watson, 
ExecutiveDirectorof iheNational Black Youth 
Leadership Council, told the crowd of almost 
200 members of the UCF community that "atti-
tude is 90 percent of success." 
During the nearly two-hour ''Focus on 
AcademicAchievement,"Watsonhadthecrowd 
laughing, clapping, dancing and singing; but 
most of all, listening. Most of the lecture encom-
aged the audience to participate by having the 
audience finish his sentences. 
At the beginning of his talk, Watson said 
to the crowd: . 
''We're here for a cele ... " 
''BRA TION!" the crowd roared back. 
Watson encouraged the university stu-
dents to stay in college and finish. "Graduation is 
not about this university," he said, ''It is about 
your mom and your pop." Pride, self-respect 
and the importance of a good education were 
constant themes in Watson's talk. Delaine 
Priest, Coordjnator of Minority Student Ser-
vices, hopes the development of these themes 
will improve UCF's retention of minority 
students. 
From an enthusiastic rendition of James 
Brown's I F.-=!el Good to homespun pictures of 
Mom, red Kool Aid and macaroni and cheese, 
Watson pulled out all the stops. 
' ''Iaminaracetosaveagenerationfrom 
self-destruction," Watson said. 
Members of that generation seemed to 
understand the message: 
• Rico Brown, the CAB speakers' 
director: "/feel the most important message 
was we can make our own future and the 
future of our culture. " 
• Robin Johnson, 19, psychology ma-
jor and member of AASU: ~·You have ~o have 
respect for yourself and know what your 
mission is. " 
• Andrea Patterson, 21; graphic design 
major and president of AASU: "No matter 
hOw many setbacks you have, you can be 
successful and do anything. The fact that Mr. 
Watson was expelled from high school 37 
times and was still successful should be an 
incentive for everyone to keep trying. " 
The Welcome Back Celebration was 
also a tribute to the memory of the Rev. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Student dies after Rollerblading 
by JEFF HUNT 
News editor 
Despite a rescue attempt by two UCF . 
students, Jacqueline McGoun, 27, died Jan. 
21 after collapsing near the Student Services 
Center. 
McGoun and her friend, Eric Wayne Van 
Ormer, wereRolJerbladingon campus when she 
became short of breath and stopped to rest 
Minutes later, she fell unconscious and stopped 
breathing. Van Ormer then signaled for help to 
two students in the library. 
UCF students Matthew Hand and Lori 
Davis were at the checkout counter of the 
They said there was a. woman down 
outside who needed help. 
Hand and Davis went outside and found 
McGoun lying on the ground without a pulse, 
so they immediately began administering 
CPR. 
Within minutes, UCF Police officer C.S. 
Ray arrived and began superVising the two stu-
dents' efforts.Accordingtotheofficer, they did an 
admirable job and revived McGoWlS six times. 
Each time, the victim would take a few 
breaths and slowly fade back out, requiring CPR 
to be continued. After several tries, the officer 
took over resuscitation efforts. 
When an ambulance arrived, McGoun 
was placed on life support and transported to 
Florida Hospital East, where she later died. 
He's his own band and his own ~eet Self 
Future 
photo/STRODE 
Motivational speaker Dr. Dennis Rahiim Watson jokes with a student 
during his speech Monday. 
Disney donates more dollars 
for Theatre UCF scholars 
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH 
~t. news editor 
Rave reviews for Theatre UCF came 
Jan. 23 from someone who knows a little bit 
about show business himself - Mickey 
Mouse. 
Mickey Mouse looked on as Disney 
executive Gene Columbus announced plans 
to award fourmoreDisneyffheatre UCF schol-
arships in the fall. That will bring the total to 
eight for the Disneyffheatre UCF Scholar-
ship Program. Each recipient will be'eligible 
fora$2,000awardeachyear. Total awards for 
the program amount to $32,000. 
In addition to the scholarship ~ollars, 
these students will be eligible for professional 
internships with Walt Disney-World Co. after 
graduation. Disney gives preference to mi-
nority students to fulfill the company's com-
mitment to diversity. 
Dr. Donald W. Seay, chair and artistic 
director of UCF' s theatre department, said, 
"A lot of people have bought into the vision." 
It is a vision which apparently caught 
the eye of many community leaders. In addi-
tion to the scholarship money, Disney has also 
provided technical assistance and materials. 
Other signs of community support include: 
• The City of Orlando's proposal of a 
$100 million performing arts complex which 
would include a theatre and offi~e building 
·for the UCF theatre department. According to 
Jonne Oeaver, TheatreUCF guild president, 
Mikhail Baryshnikov and his business part-






• According to Seay, a task force with 
executives from Walt Disney World, Uni ver-
sa! Studios, the Orange County Convention 
Center and Theatre UCF are looking into 
ways to meet the explosion in theatre-related 
employment needs expected over the next 
two to five years. 
• More than 100 members of the 
Oviedo Chamber of Commerce attended 
Tuesday night's announcement, which was 
held during the Chamber's Business After 
Hours event. Chamber President Celita B. 
Davis presented Seay with a plaque recog-
nizing Theatre UCF' s contribution to the 
community through the cultural arts. 
Seay said that when he came to UCF 
in 1992, he wanted to make UCF' s theatre 
department the best in the state. Then he 
added: 
"After I was here six months, I said, 
'I think we can be the best in the region.' 
Nowidon'tseeanyr~ason why we can't be . 
the best anywhere." 
Seay said the entertainment industry 
in Los Angeles is on the decline and he does 
not see any growth in New York. He said 
Central Florida is the place to be. This 
sentiment was echoed by several of the 
theatre majors. 
Jenn Remke, 20, theatre perfonnance 
major who has a leading role in A Flea in 
Her Ear, said she has "never seen a more 
together group of professionals and stu-
dents." Remke and fellow performers 
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UCF teams up with NASA to prepare for lunar mining mission 
pector mission . According to Edward 
Ellegood, director of Operations for Space-
port Florida, in 1997, a small lunar satellite 
will be launched from Kennedy Space Center 
O Moon surface holds, 
Helium 3, possible key to 
revolutionary energy 
source. · to the moon. 
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH 
Asst. news editor 
Dr. Roger W. Johnson, pr~fessor of 
aerospace engineering, looked out a second-
floor window at the Kennedy Space Center, 
10 years ago, and became an eyewitness to the 
Challenger disaster. 
Now he and UCF engineering students 
may witness one of NASA's most ambitious 
ente rises since that da - the Lunar Pros-
Why go back to the moon? 
Johnson cited the following reasons 
Monday following a seminar led by Dr. Alan 
Binder, principal investigator at Lockheed 
Martin for the Lunar Prospector mission: 
Scientists at Princeton University are 
on the verge of a major breakthrough in 
creating an energy source that would revolu-
tionize the world. Scientists have success-
fully fused two molecules together. This fu-
sion process produces more ·energy than 
splitting atoms does. And 
perhaps more impor-
tantly, emits considerably 
less contamination. Only 
one step is left to make 
this process efficient 
enough to make fossil fu-
els obsolete - finding a 
source that takes less en-
ergy than is produced by 
the fusion process. 
Example: 
Now 4 units of energy = 
2 units of energy 
Future 2 units of energy 
= 4 units of energy 
The best candidate 
to make this process vi-
able seems to be Helium 
3. Although this element 
·is almost non-existent on 
the Earth, it is abundant 
on the surface of the 
moon. 
Another reason given by NASA for 
the Lunar . Prospector mission is the ·ad-
vancement of technoIOgy since the earlier 
moon landings. The 1997 missiori will col-
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lect data which was previously unavail-
able_. 
What happens when the fusion pro-
cess is perfected? 
When the fusion process becomes a real-
ity, scientists believeregulartransports will shuttle 
back and forth from the Earth to the moon to 
mine the needed Helium 3. Colonies of miners 
might live on the moon for extended periods of 
time. Or, miners might live in orbiting space 
stations. 
How is UCF involved? 
These future helium harvesters will need 
special provisions to grow food in space. And 
that is where Johnson and the UCF aerospace 
majors come into the picture. 
UCF and NASA are working on a 
controlled hydroponic system which will 
grow plants without the use of soil and be 
monitored and maintained by robots. UCF 
undergraduate and graduate students drew 
the designs for the telescoping robot last 
year. The 1995-1996 team is putting the 
finishing touches on the prototype. 
Johnson made one final observation: 
"Our space program advances are 
either man-made or event-driven. Our first 
lunar missions were man-made, due to 
JFK's announcement that we would put a 
man. on the moon before the end of the 
decade. Our next advances may be event-
driven, with the drying up of fossil fuel." 
· UCF's next generation honors Challenger 
by JENNIFER LINDSTROM 
Contributing writer 
·For many people, Saturday marked 
another big step on the long road to recovering 
from the Challenger Explosion at the Kennedy 
Space Center. 
Over 6,500 Florida elementary school 
children participated in the "Reach for the 
Stars Day" at the Kennedy Space Center in 
honor of the legacy of the Challenger. 
. This all-day event was a series of edu-
cational activities for children, and was spon-
&ored by the Young Astronauts Program, the 
Astronaut' sMemorial Foundation, Delaware 
North Park Services of, Spaceport, Inc: and 
other KSC contractors. 
Throughout the day, the school chil-
dren embarked on their own journeys, from 
learning how to fly .space rockets on computer 
simulators to launching model Saturn V, 
Gemini Titan and Space Shuttle Rockets. 
This day was a chance for the space commu-
nitY. to reach out to the young. 
In the opening ceremonies of the pro-
gram, the KSC Deputy Director Gene Tho-
i:nas spoke to the crowd.about the importance 
of inspiring children about space technology. 
'The experience of touring 'our heav-
ens is one ·of which our children will one day 
grow up to be a part of," said Thomas. "We 
must take part in educating and ch"1lengi~g 
. them ~ow in their young and growing age." 
The children were able to learn about 
emergency procedures and climb aboard real 
Ml 13 Crew Rescue vehicles. The KSC Fire 
Services personnel demonstrated rescue op-
erations to children and their parents. 
Apollo 13 astronaut Fred Haise was a 
special guest at the event. He spoke with the 
children about his experiences as an astronaut 
during the Apollo program and the dramatic 
mission. 
The youth participated in egg drop 
contests to learn the importance of life 
support equipment. Life in space presenta-
tions were also given, to allow the children 
to interact with members of the Explora-
tion Station 1. They were able to explore 
what the micro-grayity of space would be . 
like. 
The most popular activity was the 
LEGO Building event. · LEGO brick pro-
fessional model 'designers from North 
American Headquarters in Enfield, Con-
necticut worked with the kids to construct 
a 12 foot space shuttle and launch pad. 
Many _children worked in groups to 
assemble the many pieces of the shuttle and 
pad. Eight-year-old Drake Austin, from 
Titusville, was a part of ·the launchpad 
tower/base group. 
"We are making 30 layers of bricks 
to make just one part of the shuttle tower, " 
Drake said. 
Drake and most of the participants of 
this contest spend a lot of time designing 
models in contests for LEGO. "I love to 
build LEGO models," Drake said. 
As a part of the "Reach for the Stars 
Day," the Lego Toy Company opened its 
Travel in Space Show at the KSC visitor 
center. This show is an educational exhibit 
that traces 120 years of man's venture into 
space .. There are 16 LEGO brick models, 
some anit.nated, on display. 
Although 10 years ago America lost 
seven astronauts in the Challenger disaster, 
the Kennedy Space Center continues its 
teamwork in the challenges of space explo-
ration. 
The "Reach for the Stars" event was 
an effort to use children's interest in space 
as a motivating tool to encourage effort in 
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UCF crowd ·holds cheerteading squad to third at nationals 
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH 
Asst. news editor 
"A flawless perfonnance" is 
how cheerleading coach Linda E. 
Gooch described.the third place fin-
ish of the UCF cheerleaders at the 
national cheerleading competitions, 
Jan. 5 and 6. Knightro, the 
university's animated mascot, came 
in fourth place at the college mascot 
competitions out of a field of 145. 
Gooch, who cheered at UCF 
for four years, said the cheer leading 
squad actually placed second in per-
fonnance. Each squad must also 
provide a tape showing footage of 
the crowd cheering during a foot-
ball game. UCF' s crowd tape came 
in second to last. That score pulled 
the squad from second to third place. 
UCF' s cheerleaders com-
peted against 62 other college and 
university squads. Next year, as the 
~ootball team moves up to Division 
I-A, the cheerleaders will also face 
stiffer competition as they move 
into Division I-A status. 
"They did their very best. 
What more can you ask?" Gooch 
said. She described the many hours 
of practice required for cheering. ·. 
UCF has 36 total members, but the 
students who competed at nationals 
tried out for their spots on the com-
petitive squad. Those members who 
made the competitive squad took a 
week off for Christmas, and spent 
the rest -of the break practicing on 
campus everyday. 
The hard work paid off in 
individual performances, as well. 
Heather Torchia and Brian Forno I es 
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competitions, competing against all 
divisions. 
Knightro proved to be a hit at 
the mascot competitions held at the 
same time. The university's first-
time, animated mascot placed sec-
ond in the video competition, and 
fourth place overall. Three UCF stu-
dents, whose identities are kept se-
cret, take turns performing in the 
Knightro costume. Due to the mate-
rial used in the construction of the 
costume, students can only safely 
stay in the outfit for a maximum of 
15 minutes. · 
The competitions, held at 
Disney MGM, will be broadcast on 
ESPN in February at a time to be 
announced. 
The UCF Cheer1eading squad 
is: Bottomrow,l tor: DanaDeLuca, 
Heather Torchia, Tiffany Wilkes, 
Summer Sullivan, Erica Lund. 
_ Center row, 1 to r: Danny 
Llma,Amy Masters, Wayne Meyer. 
The UCF cheerleading squad celebrates their third place finish at nationals. (Below) 
Knightro at the Citrus Bowl, where a reserved p~rking space is kept for his minature car. 
Baeirow, I tor: Dave Burt, 
Brian Forlf~~s, Jennifer Rowland, 
George Meliza, Mike Ramos, and 
Pete Goggin. 
thought college was su.pposed. to be funf' 
Are you Experiencing:· 
Depression Poor Grades Test Anxiety Relatioiisbip Problems 
Academic Pressure Social Isolation Poor Self Image 
Poor Self Confidence Parent Pressure Eating or Sleeping Problems 
Dr. George Schulz bas" been· providing confidential 
counseling services for over f5 ·y¢:ars. As a clinical and 
schoo~ psyc~ologis~~e·~ :·~~A ·~w~e of the pressures 
.associated w,ith. qiajp~~rii~ g~gfgrades, making and 
keeping relationsbjps; ~a:;lri~g career decisions. 
, t .. ,. .: .· .•. =~ 
• • # ': •. • \ • \ 
Aexible Appointment Holli's Available: 
. . . . George Schulz, Ph~D 
University Oaks 
11875 High Tech Ave. Suite 200 
Orlando? Florida 32817 
407 384-6018 
(located behind the Holiday Inn, off of University Blvd.) 
"Sometimes we just need someone to talk to." 
· 1ntern~f Acc~ss Special 
for students; facCJlty, staff, 
alumni, and th~i( families 
'$1'2.QO,f6r50 hours/mo. 
$) 4.~99 for ·,.oq hours/mo. 
Arcade and famil~ fun· center 
Check; out_our , new~ arrivals: ; · ,· . . -_- · :-· > Ar~~ s i : ..- . 
, - ~ sa1nur.•1 · slto~<iow.n. 3 
· :-. : ·: :.:~.q~in·g :S~<;>n,: 
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.. • • :I ' 
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· ·. 12239 University ~Ivd~·,, O.rlando 
' . . 
Sunday --Wedne$day. 1~:00 ·- ·10:00 
Thursday 12:00. - 11 :00 Friday 12:00 - 12:00 
. Sa~urday 11 :00 - ·12:00 
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Local community 
plans major support 
for Theatre UCF 
from ntEATRE, page 1 
Adrian Winebarger, Jason Moyer 
and Ross Bogart agreed that they 
chose UCF because of the quality 
of the university's theatre pro-
gram and the opportunities avail-
able in Central Florida. 
Winebarger already takes 
advan~ge of those opportunities. 
When he is not in class or acting in 
the current production, he spends 
his time in gack and slime hosting 
for Nickelodeon at Universal Stu-
dios-. 
Seay said these kinds of op-
portunities will be unlimited in 
the future, as the task force and the 
City of Orlando's plans become a 
reality. He is quick to credit the 
other faculty members and the stu-
dents who spend countless hdurs 
to make the prognp;n a success. 
He also creruts volunteers 
like J onne Cleave~, Theatre Guild 
president, for helping the theatre 
department grow from a staff of 
one with a striped circus tent used 
for an outdoor theatre, to a.current 
program of 160 highly recruited 
students and a theatre with a ~ound 
system so good many people with -
hearing-impainnent are enjoying 
theatre for the first time. 
With the kind of support 
Theatre UCF enjoys, Bogart 
will not be. the only theatre 




,,.,, µ The Greek Column 
. l~1:J 
'~!/ Greeks -are they buying their friends? 
. =l ;~1, by LESLIE ADAMS · .. Greek columnist I : . A question Greek members are often 




. Hess, a fairly new addition to the 
· 1· m Greek community, is extremely active on 
~ L 





i.!·.,,··.= as a senator and pro tempore for· Student 
Government, a member and officer of the 
I
i f; StudentAccountingSocietyandarepresen-
. · tative for the College ofBusiness Clubs and 
l·=l Organizations. In addition, he served a term 
k ;; ; Ij=·:,, i as In~~n:,:1~ ~!°i-!z of die : ! Greek community, is also involved on cam-
. {Ii pus. Prior to his Greek involvement, Martin 
'1 L wrote an opinion column for the Central 
' I~ ::::=~=w:•.=::: 
· • ·1 African American Student Union. 
~ 1,,l i Hess' andMartin'spreviousopinions 
1 ·, r ~~~::~00a!~~=~~~~= 
:.~.: :.: 1:1.: impressed by brothers' debatingagainsteach 
other in Senate. 1here was no monarchy." 
: 1'!!1 =~~~=ti!:~:i:: 
. ; l \;Ill benefits of be~g Greek.· 
<. :}: . .>:l · GreeklifefirstappealedtoHesswhen 
' '""':~ he discovered the family atmosphere it of-
~r=:-::::: ~~· ferecl. Although his family was local, Hess 
.~ . t ,; " · ~. . 
. . ' .. . felt a certam closeness between Greeks that 
.....__..,..i,... independent friendships lacked. The pride 
and spirit associated with the Greek syster 
is what attracted Martin. ''Greeks make u: 
90 percent of UCF spirit, especially durin. 
Homecoming." 
In addition, both Hess and Marti 
reported that Gr~k life made them mor 
balanced people - academically and sc 
cially. ''I enjoy ~hool more. My leadershi: 
skills are improving and I have more con 
tactswithinUCF,"saidHess.Martin'sseU 
esteem was raised He receives more re 
spect from his peers and is more goal 
oriented. 
When asked about Greek clique.i 
Martin commented that ''Oiques do exis 
but because they are based on commo 
interests, they help you achieve your goall 
And when these cliques are brought tc 
gether, they becomeasingle[effective] unit 
TheCentralFloridacommunity ben 
efits from this single unit as a result c 
philanthropic events which raise money fc 
organizations such as The American Heai 
Association. 
Other Greek benefits include 
cheaper living cost. The average cost of a 
apartment is approximately $270 a monfr 
Lake Claire is about $370 a month. Keep i 
mind thatfood,phoneandelectricity arenc 
included. Living in a Greek house doe 
include these costs-with the_ exception c 
phone service - and only costs betwee: 
$2(i()..$310, respectively. 
If independents are still convince 
that Greeks "buy their friends", tell ther 
Greeks don't buy friend:s, but ratheroppot 
tunities, or at least cheaper living arrange 
men ts. 
lit 
. ·1·i : . ; ~ l 
.j!i 
i :! 
: · 1~ 
! ;jd1 





•AASU Black Histocy Month _ 
Kickoff,ontheGreen, 11:30am.-
l p.m. 
•All campus card schedule for 
spring, 1996: Call 823-3072 
FEB.2 
•Jazz Concert, Arturo Sandoval. 
VAB,8p.m 
•Freshmen Honors Convocation, 
Ed Gym. 6:30 p.m .. 
-optical Society of America Stu-
. dentChaptermeeting,Room I 03, 
CREOL, 4-5 p.m. 
FEB.3 
•NationalFrrefightersChampions, 
Seminole. Greyhound Parle in 
~lbeny, 9 a.m.-7 p.m. and 
Sun., Feb~ 4, 9 am.-4 p.m . 
•Physical Therapy student-spon-
sored Wellness Fair, World Gym 
in Oviedo, 11 am.-3 p.m., to raise 
money for children's charity and 
UCFseftiorphysicaltherapyclass. 
•Horseback riding with Outland-
ers, call 366-2345. 
EmU 
•Movie: Harlem Nights, SAC, 
6:30~9p.m. 
IEIU 
•Speaker: Yoseph Nevo, Middle 
~expert, V AB auditorium, 
7:30p.m. . 
•Hazing workshop sponsored by 
the IFC and Sigma Alpha Epsi-
lon, SCA, 7:30 p.m. Open to 
university community. 
-cBS College Tour: 10 am.-5 
p:m. (Feb. 6, also) 
··wellness Center: Eating Disor-
ders Week 
L~T\/EllSIT'\. t)I, c:t~"\TIL-\L FLORID,-~ 
CONS·ULTAlVTS FOR EFFECTIVE LEADERSfilP 
PRESE~TS ••• 
DE,r:.roff ~ DE'r~J:Off :t 
A 30U~tfE\' Tll~OUGll LEADE~~llrP 
T£AM BUX'Ll)X'ffG 
PM»BLEM ~Ll'rffG 
I'NTERACTIVE VIDEO 'HALLENGf 
£XPAHD \'OUR MXHD!! 
TAJ<£ Tff£ D£,r:»rOff!» D£,X~XOH~ ,,.ALL£ffG£ 
-.. 
C>EPARitJRE TVAf: ~ATURDAY rE~ROARY 101H l'i'fO AT g:.30 AM 
..PiACE: BOSMfSS J\DMIN!STRAllON B<Jft!>ING 
~PROV~ 
·~~~~~~%;#~·~~ ;~- ~~ 
F(Jf AU ". 
R.ESff(vt YOOR SPAC! NOW! 
~n: s23-b4n C' r 1 
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Roommates For Sale Personals 
UCF area, N/S roommate wanted 
2br/2ba, w/d fenced yard. $300/mo 
+ 1/2 utilities Call 282-3574 
UCF area, share house, washer/ 
dryer. garage $250 per mo+ 1/3 
utilities Call 277-7579 
For Rent 
486 33 MHz Computer Multime-
dia, printer included preloaded, 
. licensed software including 
Windows, Word, Excel. Prefect 
for student $1200 Call 382-3789 
White Dresser (formica) with a 
really big mirror for sale. 
Best offer. 
Call Sam at 384-6647 
I wish I had a sweet, honest, 
college educated SWF.21-28, to 
share life and fun times. I'm 27 
SWM med build, proessional, 
• UCF grad who likes dining out, 
movies, traveiing,rollerblading, 
music, tennis, the MAGIC, etc. 
Leave message at 920-0191. 
Venus-Love Introductions BBS 
New FREE intro. medium! 
Room for rent near UCF $275/mo. 
+$250 deposit, w/d.- Prefer male, 
non smoking, no pets. 904-788-1850 
Polle Audio Loudspeakers, 
excellent bass, $200. 12" 
subwoofers with crossover 
$125 o!J9 C?11Andre277-7579 
UCF area, room for female student, 
. Modem 366-7697; 8Nl, ANSI. 
Hurry, include your profile, 
Others will be looking!! 
Other 
family home $250/mo includes Assum, no qual, low dwn, 515 
utilities 678-2331 P&I, 2ba, 2ba Townhome w/lrg. 
+-----------~ fenced yd, 1989, 60 K, (407) 783- Baily's special limited program for 
Sherwood Forest 1 med occ. 3/2 2/2 3762 eve. students and residents. Call Walter 
dmv prop 657-1067 1 800 929-4403 r----------;_ ___ ~29::_:7~-84=00:::· ____ 1 
JAMAICA Spring Break From 
bdr townhome, (407) 783-3762 ev $299 Mia ea, free info (800) 873-
SO YOU LOST BIG SUNDAY? 
Call Poppa Smokey, toll free in 
Vegas (1-800-658-2677) 
TRUSTME . One Bedroom, walking dist from 
UCF. For a professional lady, 35 
yrs & up. $300. For more info, call 
Eva 629-1599 x 364 7am 4pm. 
4423 ReggaeJAM 
Nissan 300 ZX 2+2 '87 Black 
T-Tops Runs and looks great. 
· Must see. $5400 365-2583 
Help Wanted Services 
Free T-Shirt + $1000 
Credit Card fundraisers for 
fraternities, sororities & 
groups.Any campus organization 
can raise up to $1000 by earning a 
whopping $5.00NISA 
application:Call 1-800-932-0528 
ext. 65. Qualified callers receive a 
FREE T-SIIlRT 
VALET PARKING POSmONS 
AVAILABLE 
must have clean driving record 
great personality & customer · 
service oriented Call Guest services 
management 481-0513 or 222-9475 
Must be 21 and up 
Fitness Conection hiring Personal 
Trainers, sales persons. 
Apply in person M-F 658-8000 
Dan 
***Cancun Spring Break*** 
Earn FREE Trips + Commis-
sions!! Call 800n98.-1509 for info 
Babysitter needed Mon,Wed,Fri. 
9:30 am_to 5:30 pm 
One chi!d. Pls calJ 366-5788 
Can be flexible. Oviedo area 
International Students. DV-1 
Greencard Program available. 1-
800-660-7.l 67 
ATTENTION ALL STU-
DENTS!!! GRANTS & 
SCHOLARSIIlPS AV AIL-
ABLE! BILLION OF$$$ IN 
PRIVATE FUNDING •. 
QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. 
1 800 AID-2-HELP (1 800 
243-2435) 
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735 
Artists, Writers, plus Muscle 
Women BBS. Upload your art or 
writing! Or view/read art & 
writing. FREE and local call! 
Modem 366-7697 8Nl, ANSI. 
Free Fishing Equipment 
call Catfish Jim at 658-2677 
Free MOVIE TICKETS 
"WIDTE SQUALL" [ 
call The Future at 823-8054 x27 I 
Discount Spring Break '96 I· . 
Colorado, Cancun, and Jamaica 
Sun & Ski Travel 
800-SUN-0686 
For tickets to HERO's 
c.all Sally, "That Girl" 
at 658-2677 and ask, 
"Who it is?" 
Sperm samples Wanted: 
$10/ $15 trade 
House cleaners wanted $6.00- send to: SMOKEY 
$7 .00 an hr.FT/PT flexible 
schedules for dependable people. 7606 High Meadow Circle 
Call Maids 'N More for interview t-----------__..__ __ O_r_lan_d_o..:.., _FL_3_2_8_2_2 __ , 
657-8114 will train 
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send 
SASE to PO Box 774, Qlathe, KS 
66051 
Driver wanted for visually 
handicapped professor. "As 
Needed" basis. Must have a clean 
driving record. Drive my car. Call 
Bill Quain 679-3247 
YEAST INFECTION Research Study 
Opportunity for qualified women to participate in a nationwide research study 
sponsored by a major pharmaceutical company. 
HOW CAN YOU QUALIFY? .,_ 
If you are a female 18 years of age and older and have at least one symptom 
(other than discharge) of yeast vagini_tis and have not recently begun treatment. 
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS? 
Free study related medical care (physical exam, pelvic examination & 
laboratory evaluations) and study medication. Payment up to $100.00 
Call For An Immediate Appointment 7 Pa.vs a Week 
ORLANDO CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER 
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108 
407-240-7878 
ATIENTION: 
There will be a special showing of 
LEAVING LAS VEGAS 
on Feb. 6, for all . RE readers. 
For free tickets read Tuesday's Future. 
679-5144 679-6787 
Complete line 15% Discount to 
of Fresh: Silks, all students & 
Plants, Fl~~~r~; i ~ i j }~~.u~~y with l.D. 
.·· .··.·:•;,,-. ~-~ .. ~ .· .. · .. ·· ..... · .. · ... 
~-- .. CAScADES · .. 
(. A Full Service Florist ~ 
. All major Credit Oards excepted 
Wire servic~ to ALI; parts or,~e country 
Valentines Day February 1 4th 
75 years combined design experience . · 
10069 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817 
(on the corner of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza) 
l~~~~::;:~:t~~,r~:::i~:t~'I 
i~~ · · l•N•S•T•l•T•U•T•E ~i~~ 
~1 .,r I or 2 weeks/day or eve cla~ses Call Now!- [:1! 
I ~=:::=~:= Yo~~::,i;n I 
i .,r Credit Cards/Financing If Qualified (407) 831·2233 ~ 
~:::-~;-:..::~>:='!~~::::.~::.-:>::::.:::::::::=t::~=:~::::~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~-=:===:::~=:=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::x::::.::::::·::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::;;3 
TODD M. FACELLO 
Licensed Ma~sage Therapist 
MA#0019467 
( 407) 899-4859 • Pager · " 
NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS 
Grand Opening Special 
$10 off Full Set of Nails 
$39. 95 1 month unlimited tanning 
1 free tan with full set of nails 
1011 LOCKWOOD BLVD. OVIEDO 
365-9755 
~"~~b~~~~~~~~:--=~--=--~ 
· _For Sale ._Services _Autos _:_Club Info _Lost & Found 
. _Singles _Tutors _Roommates _Help Wanted _Other 





I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thu;s. 
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior) 
RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $3 per line for all others. 
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAY-
MENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to T'ne Central Florida Future, 
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and 
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices, 
located fo University Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn. 
For more info, call (407) 823-8054. 
Name, address, and phone (required): ----------------
~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ 
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A better opinion section 
passionately enough about to take 
the two hours out of their.busy sched-
Race arid religion, religion ule and put some words to paper. 
and race. An occasional "what's.so I'm not sure what that says 
wrong with the Liberals" from Jo- about us. Maybe it says that overall, 
seph. Is that all there is to life? we are completely apathetic about 
I don't know, maybe it is. our every day lives, or that nothing 
Oddly, the bulk of the articles of significance ever happens at UCF. 
in defense of black people comes But what I find.more confus-
from white writers. Why is that? I ing~isthatlknowwehaveajournal­
know there are students of the black ism department. I know we have 
· persuasion on campus·_ I've seen several classes being taught this term 
them. I know there are oilier raCfS about cre~tive writing. And I know 
and nationalities as well. Unfortu- thattherearemanystudentsinthose 
nately, I am forbiddefi!1ey law to classes who intend to write for a 
•,):::f ! I...:... .... ., -
approach a person" belonging to a living. Yet, they don't write for me. 
minority race, put a knife to their . I don't get it. · 
head (I don't believe in guns) and This is the perfect way to get 
handcuff them to a keyboard, threat- ~ome experience under your belt, to 
eningbodilyharmiftheydon'twrite have some clippings to send to po-
an Opinion column with great haste. tentia\ employers. Do you really 
They'd put me in jail for that. think you are going to get a job 
Am I the only Taoist on cam- without them? Fat chance. 
pus?.Am I the only one that notices So, what I really mean to say 
all manners of stupidity all around here is that I would really prefer to 
us, any one of which would make a run a more well rounded Opinio~ 
fun Opinion column? section, but I can't do it myself. 
Is Dan Griffin the only per- Here's my little pep talk: Just 
son who finds something suspicious because you' re not AS funny as 
about something in the running of DavidSwartz,doesn'tmeanthere's 
the University? not room for more sarcasti~ numor 
Does ANYBODY pay atten- - I do it all the time. Just because 
tion to what goes on around cam- you're not as conservative as Jo-
pus? I personally find that hard to sephNadeaudoesn'tmeanyoucan't 
believe. And where are my typical write. Just because you're a little 
. 'Greekisgreat' vs.,'Greeklifesucks' afraid of what people will think, 
columns? doesn't mean you shouldn't write. 
The only conclusion I can On the contrary, exposing 
reasonably come to is that national yourself in .the paper builds confi-
politics, race relations and religion dence, and won't get you arrested 
are the only topics that people feel likeexposingyourselfinthelibrary. 
Web Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff .html . 
E-mail: cffuture@gdi.net 
Opinion E-mail: Patfox0590@aol.com 
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Don't confuse my column with the bulh 
O One last complaint 
about the drawings 
before, the photos 
come in ... 
Upon realizing that I am the 
author of this column (usually people 
know it's me because I've always 
got a copy of my latest-article stapled 
to my shirt), some people remark at 
how the computer-generated pic-
ture you see above doesn't really 
look like me at all. It appears as if 
I'm wearing an Elvis wig. That is 
not the case, however. As anyone 
who knows me will attest, I don't 
wear an Elvis wig. Not in public, 
anyway. Another thing people will 
comment on is how, in the picture, 
my chin looks like it has the same 
surface area as Wyoming. Again, 
that is simply not true. Illinois would 
be more accurate.· 
While we' re on the subject of 
my column, you should know that 
I'm only one harmless writer in the 
ocean of the press. I try to entertain 
and occasionally advise readers. 
. There are those who don't think the 
world has room for writers such as 
myself. Those people ask me, 
''David, your column is immature 
and is full of boldface lies. What do 
you have to say for yourself?" 
Wanting to explain myself 
and provide a well thought out an-
swer, I reply,. '"lbey're not all bold-
face; some of them are in italics." 
Seriously though. this column 
is not meant to be informative or 
relevant.Itis written to help you, the 
reader, learn how not to be a re-
spected journalist. I pride myself in 
having no credibility whatsoever. 
It's a hell of a lot easier than having 
to be right all the time. For instance, 
ifa real Opinion columnist (defined 
as one who has an actual opinion 
about things), while discussing the 
national budget deficit, suggested 
rash, illogical budget-cutting ideas 
like speeding up Congressional pro-
ceedings by replacing all the Sena-
tors and Representatives with fast-
talking auctioneers, he or she might 
be dismissed as an Imbecile or a 
Ross Perot supporter, which many 
would consider redundant. Fortu-
nately, my column has progressed 
over the months and grown into one 
which is expected to address mo-
ronic topics and propose eq~ally 
I have a serious 
problem with this 
particular hate letter. 
Statements like 
''waste of time" and 
"misinfonnation" 
effectively describe 
ALL of my articles. 
moromc sof uhons. §adiy, some 
people still don't get it. 
Occasionally, a Disgruntled 
Reader who vehemently opposes 
my writing will speak out and openly 
criticize me. One such instance in 
recent memory was a Letter to the 
Editor written by Lawrence 'The 
Ego-Boosting Machine" Resslar 
where he wrote: 
"Both of David Swartz, Jr. 's 
attempts were fru.itless, unavailing 
assaults at comedy. He should re-
turn to California where his pit-
eousness may be admiredas humor. 
His article 'Welcome to the Fall 
Tenn' was complete and utter non-
sense." 
When I first read this review, 
my immediate reaction was, 
"WOW! Someone actually read 
that?!?" My next response was, 
"Hey, wait a minute. 'Piteousness' 
might not be a good thing." 
Everyone has a right to an 
opinion so I don 'tmindMr. Resslar' s 
criticism, but I do take offense when 
he suggests I be deported to Califor-. 
nia. The Fifth Amendment of the 
United States gives every citizen 
the right to live wherever he or she 
wishes (although it's worded a bit 
differently in the Constitution it-
self). 
Another critical remark came 
from an imaginary. person named 
Lori Brewster, who commented: 
"Your column last week was 
the most ignorant and pathetic thing 
I've ever read. It was a complete 
waste of time and ink. You should be 
ashamed of spreading misinforma-
tion and lies to the public." 
I have a serious problem with 
this particular hate letter. For future 
reference: If you deem it appropri-
ate to criticize my column, make 
sure to note which one you're refer-
ring to. Statements like ·~aste of 
time" and "misinformation" effec-
tively describe ALL of my articles. 
Next time be more specific. 
I wish I could satisfy the jour-
nalistic hungers of everyone~ but 
only those with frightfully low stan-
dards will come away from my writ-
ing with a warm feeling of triviality. 
So, to make sure I produce a consis-
tently meaningless column, I would 
appreciate your amusing (but trivial) 
stories, news and anecdotes. 
And, who knows, I might 
actually spell your . name right 
when I quote you. 
*Hey Look! An Interactive 
Columnist! E-mail me at 
david.swartz@outdoor.com and 
wait for my unspell-checked re-
ply. 
) 
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Attack of the 50 foot. Hypochristian .• 
Well, for someone who says 
a lot, he sure has nothing to say. In 
case you're wondering, I'm refer-
ring to our resident hypochristian (a 
combination of the words hyPocrite 
and Christian) Peter Maxwell. As 
some of you may remember, he 
wrote ahate-fi11ed column vilifying 
homosexuals in the typical hateful 
mannerof right-wing Christians. So, 
after so many negative responses to 
his column, Max well wrote again to 
"explain" how he's not such a bad 
guy after all. I've never seen so 
much back-pedaling in my life. 
Now, Maxwell has decided 
to spread his version of Christianity 
through his so-called Opinion col-
umn. He wrote a lot, but said little, 
other than confinning my belief that 
he is incapable of rational or critical 
thought. He seems entirely inca-
pable of thinking outside of his hate. 
Sorry, religion. 
First, lets consider the title of 
his column, "Christian View". If I 
were a Christian I would feel in-
sulted. Most Christians I know be- · 
lieve in grace, tolerance, love and 
forgiveness, which seems diametri-
cally opposed to what we've seen 
Mr. Maxwell espouse. Secondly, 
which version of Christianity does 
he subscribe to? Catholic? Baptist? 
Methodist? Presbyterian? Jehovah's · 
Witness? The Klan? (Oops, I guess· 
they'd fall under the Baptist cat-
egory, southern di vision.) Christian 
View would imply that there is one 
single viewpoint, which of cour~e, 
there's not. However, people like 
Mr. Maxwell have so little respect 
for other denominations and reli-
gions that I'm sure he believes that 
his view is indeed THE Christian 
view. 
In his initial column, Mr. 
Maxwell makes a comment that re-
veals his arro ance and conceit in 
Humility is central to most of 
our problems. We react without 
thinking because our hearts are not 
humble. A proud heart is vulnerable 
to itself and others, but a humble 
heart is its own foundation. 
Humility, or the lack of, af-
fects worship, ministry and the 
home. Ik:nowthatcustomand tradi-
tion permeate belief, and because of 
this, humility is not as directly in-
volved in worship as it is in ministry 
and the home. Certainly, it has an 
affect, but I question whether some-
one who has believed in custom and 
tradition sincerely is continuing to 
do so out of pride. I think that cus-
tom and tradition begin as a way of 
objectifying God. Objectification is 
~otivated by pride, ignorance, and 
fear. I am well aware that scripture 
instructs us to fear God, but that fear 
is one of awe and reverence. I do not 
think that God /wants us to· be in 
terror of him all the time. 
God intends for us to have a 
personal relationship with him. 
There is no one who ever has been 
or ever will be closer to us person-
ally than God, not even your mother 
while she was still carrying you. 
Human to human relationships are 
external, but God is internal. Those 
assuming that his is the "correct" 
religion. He stated that God gave us 
a set of rules to follow. Sorry to say, 
Some people take the words of the 
Bible literally. Others read different 
meanings into different parts. Take 
'Thou Shalt Not Commit Adultery.' 
Some Christians believe that this 
but that is an entirely false premise. means no sex until marriage. Others 
Godgaveyouasetofrules to follow believe that this applies to married 
because you have chosen to follow people only, since an· unmarried 
this partic11Iar version of Christian- person cannot commit adultery. 
ity. Since I do not believe in your Depends on your definition of the 
religion, those rules do not apply to word. So, which version of Christi-
me. I know you'd like to believe that anity is the "corre~t" one. Jehovah's 
thos~ rules ap- · ------------• Witness don't 
plytoeveryone, Unlike hair color or celebrateChrist-
but the reality mas or birthdays 
is, they don't. skin color or sexual . because they be-
Let's look at it lieve that this is 
orientation, your . tantamount to another way ... 
The re 
·are many other . 





And on and on. 
I• • • · t worshipping re l9IOn IS no false gods.Is that 
something you are view wrong? 
And if so, why? 
born with. It is .a - 1 find it 
choice you make. somewhatsuspi-
cious that in his 
All these religions claim large fol-
lowings, some more than others. Do 
the rules of these religions apply to 
you? I'm sure you'd quickly say no, 
but why? Why would the rules of 
your religion apply to those who 
don't believe in it, if the reverse is 
not true? What makes your religion 
the correct one? Because you be-
lieve in it? Because your bible says 
so? There is no empit1cal evidence 
to suggest that any one religion is 
superior to or takes precedence over 
any other. 
And even within Christian-
ity, there are widespread differences. 
of you who have been deeply in love 
have an idea what this means. 
Sweet Jesus, is it lonely for 
you up high in your stained glass 
image looking down at the deliber-
ate exclusions of custom and tradi-
tion? 
When we accepted your call 
we ac.knowledged it as one of a 
friend but have we really accepted 
you as more than an image? 
Sweet Jesus, you are more 
than alters and sacraments and your 
laws were to be written on our hearts, 
not stagnant in our laps. 
We must think, and question, 
an~ pray to meet the sophisticated 
eyes and doubtful ears ofhumanity' s 
lost innocence. Scripture with scrip-
ture, mind to mind will innocence 
be regained with the aid of the Holy 
Spirit to open hearts and free cap-
tive minds from the frustrations and 
sorrows the world leaves behind. 
Actions speak louder than 
"about the au-
thor" piece, Mr. Maxwell tells us 
absolutely . nothing about himself, 
resorting to defending his ·hateful 
diatribe against homosexuals. What 
does he have to hide, I wonder? And 
why does he feel the need to con-
vince us that he's such a good guy~ 
when his own words have shown 
him to be anything but? As is typical 
ofmosthypochristians,appearance 
is everything. 
Finally, Mr. Maxwell seems 
to be confused about what type of . 
column he is supposed to be writ-
ing. It's an Opinion column, not the 
religion column. Perhaps, instead 
words, fouder thaQ sermons and our 
deeds go before us, they are our 
credentials. How can we teach chil-
dren to be righteous when all they 
see is bitterness? 
Christian joy and simple rev-
erence are light years ahead of un-
explained tenets. I am reminded of a. 
treatise: 
Husband and wife, wife and 
husband 
Have you forgot your wed-
ding day cov~nant. 
Is a career and status to be 
proud of 
W-0rth your soul and the love 
of your beloved. 
Are worldly choices and 
vanity's pride 
Worth the happy home you 
once dreamed would arrive. When 
God is objectified, our perception of 
him changes to some abstract deity 
that looks down on our world like a 
chess board. If you are a pawn in 
life, God is right there with you, not 
just over you. 
of rambling on about some meta-
physical mumbo jumbo with no 
basis in reality (or rationality for 
that matter), he could offer us an 
opinion on something of real sub-
stance. Maybe, he could even write 
a column without trying to shove his 
religion down our throats? 
What Mr. Maxwellrepre&"ents 
here is a microcosm of what is going 
on in society at large. A group of 
self-appointed moral guardians (the 
religious right) is trying to impose 
their religious views on others. They 
have absolutely no respect for other 
people'sopinionsor'religions. Their _ 
philosophy is summed up in one old 
cliche, "My way or th~ highway." 
TheyloveJesussomuch.thatthey're 
willing to hate in his .name. Much 
like Mr. Maxwell. How sad. 
Indeed, acceptance, respect 
and understanding of other cultures 
(Joseph Nadeau's much feared 
muticulturali~m), and.theirreligions 
(and the inability of hypochristians 
like Mr. Maxwell to embrace this 
concept) is at the·root of much of our 
society's discontent. If only these 
so-called Christians would give oth-
ers the.respect they demand forthem-
selv~s, ··perhaps we could begin to 
solve those very same problems. 
Unlike hair color or skin color or 
sexual orientation, your religion is 
not something you are born with. It 
is a choice you make. And just be-
cause you've chosen a certain reli-
gion to believe in doesn't give you 
the right to demand that others be-
lieve in it too. Learn to respect oth-
ers. Mr. Maxwell, and others may 
eventually come to respect you. But 
I won't hold my breath. 
Fidonet: Dan Griffin 1 :363/3(1) 
Internet: Dan.Griffin%309 
@satlink.oau.org 
Standard disclaimer: The views 
of this user are strictl his own. 
This one was forwarded to 
me by my friend Bryan, who got it 
from his friend Cliff. 
Here is a true story someone 
found regarding exams at Cam-
bridge University. 
It seems that during an ex-
amination one day a bright young 
~ student popped up and asked the 
proctor to bring him Cakes and Ale. 
The follg ing dialog ensued: 
Proctor: I beg your pardon? 
Student: Sir, I request that 
you. bring me Cakes and Ale. 
Proctor: Sorry, no. 
Student: Sir, I really must in- . 
sist. I request and require that you 
bring me Cakes and Ale. 
At this point, the student pro-
duced a copy of the four hundred 
year old Laws of Cambridge, writ-
. ten in Latin and stiJl nominally in 
effect, and pointed to the section 
which read (n;mghtranslation.from 
the Latin): 
"Gentlemen sitting examina-
tions may request and require Cakes 
and Ale." 
Pepsi and· hambwgers were 
judged the modem equivalent, and 
the student sat there, writing his 
examination and happily slurping 
away. 
Three weeks later the student 
was fined five pounds for not wear-
ing a sword to the examination. 
I am a junior and I just trans-
ferred here from Ohio State. Not 
once did the paper at OS,U include 
an article that was written from spe-
cific religious view. Just a 
question ... Why is it necessary to_ 
have Peter Maxwell write a "Chris-
tian View"? I am not offende~, but 
I just don't understand why it is 
necessary to single out that religious 
group .. 
I'm Jewish, and there are over 
two thousand jews on this campus. 
Can I write articles about 
Judiasm for the paper? 
Thanks, Melissa 
o Melissa and Samantha Kates will write 
about the Jewish point of view. 
· O Pat Fox talks about nervous laughter. 
o Joseph Nadeau talks about Social 
Security. What are the implications to . 
us? 
The Central Florida Future welcomes your letters and 
articles. Submissions may be brought to ouroffices on disk, Faxed . 
to823-9495,orE-mailedtotheeditoratpatfox@eWorld.com.Or, 




Win a 1996 Ford Mustang!* 
Play Games Based On Your Favorite CBS Shows! 
BRING THIS AD TO 
GET YOUR FREE CBS 
COL a.EGE · TOUR T-SHIRT! 
If you're one of the first 10 people who presents this ad at the CBS 
. Information Center at 1:00 pm. · 
© 1995 CBS Inc. Alf rghts reserved. 
"No purchase necessary. S'MleJ)stakes ends 511196. 
Open to enrolled college students who are U.S. residents. 
Automobile pictured may not be identical to one awarded. ' 
SPONSORED BY 
~ORE::A.L ffi 
• ~~,, PICTVlls 
ToPi~chsturestone ~ . (iJ 




11 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
February 2 
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Cbcclf Yo' §Elf 
· ) · 5% Off All Clothing 
· thru February. 
. (excluding t· shirts) 
7 5 E. Colonial Dr. 
Downtown Orlando 
407-83 9-00 77 
UNITY ... 
THEE HIPPEST 
PLACE IN TOWN! 
Serving UCF 
by JEFF DETHUIN 
Staff writer 
Cannon, tpe debut single 
fromSelfisexplodingupthecharts 
with a vengence.The single is the 
first track off of Self sdebutalbum 
Subliminal plastic Motives. 
"Yeah, Subliminal Plastic 
Motives is a line from one of the 
songs. The thing is if you look at a 
CD it's small and plastic and on the 
shelf with a billion other CD's 
from_ other guys' bands. I have my 
reasons for making that CD and the 
record companies have their rea-
sons for the CD being there. I 
thought it was a cool name for a 
CD," says singer producer Matt 
Mahaffey. 
The band, which hails from 
Murfreesboro, Tennesse, is led by 
22 year old Matt Mahaffey who 
wrote; performed and produced 
almost all the instruments on the 
album. Mahaffey was part of the 
university's Music Industry Pro-
gram before dropping out to purse 
music full time. In the beginning, 
Mahaffey had friend Richard Wil-
liams, another student at Middle 
Tennesse State University with 
plans to start a record company, 
help shop the tapes to major labels. 
After a show in Nashville for the 
Nashville Entertainment Associa-
tions annual Extraveganza, 
Mahaffey signed with Zoo records 
who had also signed Williams to a 
plus tax 
384-8888 
production and distribution deal for 
his own Spongebath records. 
Mahaffey became one of the first 
performers on the new Spongebath/ 
Zoo partnership. When Mahaffey 
had first signed to Zoo he had· only 
. five songs to put on an album and 
the record company only gave him 
sist& of fuzzy driving guitars, 
samples, hip hop beats and har-
mony. The lyrics are a rag tag 
assortrnentthatrarelymakeacom-
plete thought or story line. The 
album is aJso filled with pop cul-
ture icons such as Madonna, who 
ends up in Mahaffey' s bed in 
eourtesy I Zoo 
Self are (L to R) Tim, Matt, Jason, Mike and Chris. 
two months to fill out the rest of the 
album, a task which ~e completed at 
a furious pace. "Richard has been a 
friend of mine for a couple of years. 
We were gonna put a record out on 
Spongebath, but we hit a showcase 
called the Extraveganzaand the next 
day I looked in the paper and like 12 
major labels looking at us. Zoo was 
cool with .stuff and picked up Self 
and all the other bands that were on 
Richard's label." The album is an 
adverse collection of music that 
Mahaffey calls buzz-hop. It con-
"Sophomore Jinx" and Michael 
Jackson and Lisa Marie Presley 
who appear in the song "Big Im-
portant Nothing." "Cannon," the 
bands first single and video makes 
reference to friend Williams. 
"It kind of praises Rick and 
teases him at the same time," says 
Mahaffey. 
After opening for Tripping 
Daisy and local heroes 7 Mary 3, 
Self is preparing for their own head-
lining tour, begining in Fort Meyers 
on February 1. 















© Get a 
2nd Pizza 
for only 
Valid at participating locations. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Not valid with any other offer. Our drivers carry less than $20. 0 1 996 Domino's Pizza, Inc. 













'Journey with me into the mind of a film maniac. A filmboy. 
My film travels, in the past, have brought me close to many 
a star. Not all, however, have been so medieval or so flattering. I 
had the great pleasure· of shaking the hand of Mr. John Singleton 
Monday night, shortly after a press conference for his Central 
Florida production of Rosewood. Although he was short in stature, 
his presence was anything but. "I enjoy your work," unconsciously 
left my lips, as my other hand somehow found itself patting his 
shoulder. I left the sidewal of AAA hea~quarters, asking my palm 
what he was doing t somehow expression doesn't always make 
sense. You see;4t- · !'t so much amazement, more like, a fond 
respect. He is an artist. John Singleton is a film maniac. 
Brain candy- Singleton's Rosewood began principle pho-
tography Monday. The crew, including Jon Voight, Jon Peters, 
Ving Rhames (the medieval reference), will be shooting in Cassia 
(a hick town near Sanford) for about 3 months. Rosewood was a 
black southern town that was destroyed by whites, after a woman 
claimed a black man assaulted her. Singleton said he expects this 
"heart wrenching story" to be released this fall. 
As I drifted onward into the night, the boy n' the Hollywood 
hood had already made my day. But when film maniacs are on a 
roll, we keep rollin'. I'm speaking of my fan. What fans you ask? 
That's what I said. Who would've thought? Finally, after2 years of 
writing unexplainable reviews, dribbling on about springtime crap, 
and Red, someone actually came out of the woodwork and showed 
their loyalty to Filmboy. Thanks on-line boy from Melbourne: 
http://www.Irene.com 
With the day on its heels, I realized the month was almost 
over and an official Film boy Top I 0 had not yet been released to the 
public. Much apologies faithful nobles, but due to Orlando' s 
hipness in scheduling, I had to wait for the year-end Oscar ploy to 
blow over. Unlike most years, I was impressed wjth its offerings. 
Filmboy's Top 10 of 1995 · 
1. Half Spirit: The Voice of the Spider 
2. Leaving Las Vegas 
3. Dead Man Walking 





9. Sense and Sensibility 




Ill . c 
u 
Explanation- I can't wait all year for the year's best, but I 
have a feeling Georgia (which opens Feb.9), and Zhang Yimou's 
final dance with Gong Li V&Shanghai Triad (Feb. 23) could've 
knocked on the door. V'. 
Further- Half Spirit played twice at the Florida Film Festi-
val, but will probably never get released. I've never had a problem 
picking the best of t~e year, but Leaving Las Vegas and D'!ad Man 
Walking won o.ver my sour. I consider them equally worthy of the 
runner-up spot: Homage also played at Enzian's annual gig. 
Honorable mention: Heat, Smoke, Clockers 
If you missed Tarantino on Tom Snyder last Friday night, get 
a tape. At 7 years old, Quentin saw a double bill of The Wild Bunch 
and Deliverance. Now that's a film maniac. 
Closure-I got copies, if so desired. Don' t be afraid to be a 
fan or criticize. 
Feb. 2 - Black Sheep, The Juror, Maya Lin, White Sqtu}ll 
_ February 1, 1996 F-3 
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For free . tickets to a special 
showing of Leaving Las Vegas 
check Tuesday's Future or call 
8·23-8054 x27 for info. 
PG-13 PARENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONED<0> !11 1.W.-::1" 
Sonre Material May Be lna-rl1ta for Children Under 13 ® 
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Sandoval trumpets his way to U CF 
Arturo Sandoval, a grammy classical, rock and traditional Cuban ''Danzon"1sadiversealbumthatpays feel thepeoplerecognizeandrespect 
winningartistandcelebrated jazztrum- music. In 1981 Sandoval left Irakere his respects to Cuban masters of his what you do it's very comforting and 
peter, will be making an appearance and began his own group. He was instrument as well as crossing other youfeelgreatbecauseyoufeelyou're 
withtheUCF.JazzLabonFebruary2. votedCuba'srestlnstrumentalistoon- eras and styles. The album features really doing something people are 
Arturo·began playing the trum- secutively from 1982to1990. He was guest performances by greats such as thinking about and really recognize," 
petattheageoftweJveinasmalltown afeaturedartistontheDizzyGillespie GloriaEstefan, Bill Cosby and Vikki said Sandoval. ''Dream Come True" 
outside of Havana, Cuba Early on he National Orchestra and on the Carr among others. The album gener- is an a:lbum which combines him with 
caughttheexcitementofthejazzscene r----------------------. the talent of Michael Legrand. '1 Re-
and became a protege of Dizzy memberClifford"isatributetoClifford 
Gillespie, the first jazz musician to Brown that received two grammy 
bring Latin influences into American nominations. Lastly, ''Flight to Free-
jazz. ''Dizzy was my hero," Sandoval dom" is an album that tells of his 
interjected "He was the first jazz mu- defection from Cuba Arturo Sandoval, 
sician I ever heard in my life, and of and "The Latin Train" is Sandoval's 
couri;e was an incredible influence on latest masterpiece and is set for release 
my entire career." soon. 
In 1990, Sandoval defected In addition to recording, 
from Cuba and was granted political Sandoval is a full-time professor at 
asylumafterdefecting. Themovewas Fill.He has two scholarships associ-
greatly applauded throughout the jazz ated with him: the Arturo Sandoval, 
andclassicaloommunities. "Of oourse, Dizzy Gillespie Trumpet Scholar 
I'm concerned because Cuba is my Award at the University ofldaho and 
oountry and my homeland but I keep the Sandoval Trumpet Scholarship at 
extremely busy trying to put together , CentralOklahomaUniversity.Healso 
my work over here. I wish the best for courtesy/grp teaches and performs in fifty clinics 
my country, but I have to think of my Grammy Award-winner Arturo Sandoval plays UCF on Friday. and performances a year. '1 love Or-
family, my career and my music," orchestra'salbum''LiveatRoyalFes- atedaGranunyawardin 1995forBest lando.I'vebeentheresomanytimes," 
replies Sandoval tival Hall'' which won a grammy in Latin Jazz Album and the 1995 Bill- replies Arturo when asked about his 
Sandoval was a founder of the 1992. board awaro for Best Latin Jazz Al- performance at UCF. '1fl have som~ 
grammyawardwinninggrouplrakere, Sandovalbasreleased4award bum. ''WinningaGrammyisagreat time I'll probably go to Disney for 
agroupwithanexplosivemixofjazz; winning albums more recently. honor. It's good because when you awhile." •JetTDethuin 
Movie 6uide 
Regal Cinema 7 
(277-1454) 
The ]uror(R) 
1:15,4:15, 7, 9:15 
Big Bully(PG) 
1 
Grumpier Old Mel(PG-13) 
3:10,5:10, 7:15,9:15 






Mr. Holland Opm(PG) 
1,4~ 'l,10 




AM Fas · :11 Village 8 
(896-:7 ' 
GC at Fas on Square 6 
(895-1029) 




THE STRONGEST WILL IN NATURE IS THE WILL TO SURVIVE. 
HOLLYVVOOD PICTURE~ r~Hl\~~Ym"J L~RGO EmERTAINMENf, INC. ;SCOIT FREE ~w ~1 ROCKY Li\NG1n]c~ .1 RIDLEnCOIT rm JEFFBfilDG~ ~WHITE SQUALL" 
CAROL~1 GOODALL JOHK SAVAGE SCOTI WOLF and BALTHAZAR GETIY \~~~LOUIS DI Gli\IMO ~~JEFF RONA = JUDIANKA MAKOVSKY !It~ GERRY HAMBLING .. te.E. 
'' u' :y, . '. :Pl!!!L!!~~~~HJOHMON ""-*-NIGll,WOOll !RIDLmcorr 'J=~~~~~1411> Ci 
. 1 .. :illi••lft~ilifliW•Wiiii!~ It MIMI POLK GITLIN ROCK) LA~G K RIDLEY ~COIT ~~ .. ~ .. ~ .... '!.,~ W•% Ir •t . , 1 ca, 0 , 111.1.YWtll PICJIJlfS' 
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A Contplete Exam & Xrays Welcome to East Orlando Dental. 
0110 (INITIAL) 0274 (4 BITEWINGS) 
FOR $9! 
(A $65 value) 
Current UCF ID required 
Take advantage of excellent dental care at 
very comfortable prices. Just bring this 
certificate with you on your first visit. 
See you then! Offer expires 4/31 /96 
UCF TEAM DENTIST 
I'd like you to c_orne in and get 
acquaintl'd \\'itli your 11l'\\' dl'ntist and 
save a few dollars. 
George Yarko, D.D.S. 
East Orlando 
%~ DENTAL 
Certified: Implant Prosthetics: Member: 
American Dental Association , Academy of 
General Dentistry, Academy lor Sports Dentistry, Florida 
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association. 
Greater Orlando Dental Society: Extensive experience and 
postgraduate training in TMJ 
11780 E. Colonial Drive 
11 ;, our offK.'< policy 1ha1 Ill.! pi!lienl an<l any olher pl'Mn ""'f'Oll\lble lor jXlym<nl h:i.< Ille right lo rdu"' 10 l"'Y· c:incel jXlymen1. or hf n:imllu"''\l for p:iy~nl for any other smoct. uaminalion. 
Al the comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Dr. 
East Orlando 
ur trcaUn<nl "'h1ch ;, perfonncd "'a"""" of and within 72 hou" of "''"'lfl<ling 10 1h< :dvcni.enicm for lhf fret . d1,..,oum~ f«. or 11.'\luc:t'd fot ..mice. <>amina1ion. or ln:'lf!Mll. · 
*Patients in shock 
*Bleeding Disorders 
*Provide intravenous 
fluid for bums, 
surgery, or 
treatment of illness 
*Protect against infection 
*Accident victims 
*Provide clotting factors 
for Hemophiliacs 
*New research on life 
threatening diseases 
'We will compensate ~u for your time when giving the gift of lie" 
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH 
- $25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION 
Call for information and/or appointment . 
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL 
, \ ··,.. 
9.tltn~A 
YOUR PARTY SUPERSTORE ----
, lne's Dav Central 
"' one stop shopp'fng place 
for Valentine's Dayl 
• Over 6,000 Sq. ft. of balloons, bears, 
and other party favors 
• All Major sporting events 
• largest card selection in Central Florida 




open 9am_ - pm 7 days 
391 S. Semoran Blvd. Winter Park 407-673-3546 
(on the comer of University & Semoran -the free-standing building) 
~fmfli>{(dg~ 
~b<li>~~- ((dg ~a.e 
. "'f < /·;. ;'. . ······· ........... _ ;.-•:;'•:' •,·, ..;- ;.;· ,. 
r·wm1Rt1wa.1.tgi~llziimil£11_:' ',=,-gu~: 
. : :~.- ... . .... . ......... · ·'"'(.,,..,, ... .. .. .. .. · •Oa'Rlfiy .... · 
__ un/'Ye.rsUysurr'G·s.Pf'}fr 
-~ ... . ,,,,'., .. ,.,,. . ..... :· .. , ..... , ... , .....,.,,.,,, .. ,.,, ... ,, .. "'""",.,,.·'·'·"··'.,,,,,,.:.,,,.,".,,.,,, ., ...... ,..... •/\~net ...  
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SALES & RENTALS . 
-wa 
Alafaya McDonald's Supports 
UCF Knights 
Buy Any Large Sandwich & Get One Free 
(Free Sandwich Must Be of Equal or Greater Value) 
Valid Until April 30, 1996 
Not good-in conjunction with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit. 
'. Offer good only at these ·McbonaJd's: UCF • Union Park• Bithlo • Ov.klOo 
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Bergman has Knights focused on 
getting a quick start this season 
from BERGMAN, page 16 
a losing season. Backed by a 49-
13 record last season, the Golden 
Knights gained national attention 
with an impressive 29 game win-
ning streak. But Bergman hasn't 
set his sights on duplicating that 
feat. 
"This is a whole different 
team with different players," 
Bergman said. "But this team has 
great leadership." 
Jay Bergman was born in 
Indiana, but attended school in 
Winter Park. 
Through his childhood he 
played a multitude of sports, but 
because of the love for baseball, 
he chose that as his coaching ca-
reer. After receiving his master's 
degree at Appalachian State, he 
began his coaching career at Semi-
nole CC. 
Over a seven year span, his 
teams produced an overall record 
of 180-79 (.695) In 1973, he 
moved over to the University of 
Florida as an assistant coach for 
three years, before being named 
head coach in 1976. 
A six season total of 216-
113 (.657) gained respect among 
the elite and a stre~k that would 
see only one losing season over 
the next 19 years. 
He contjnueq his success 
after taking the head coaching job 
at UCF in 1983. And, in 1989 he 
led the Gold~n ~Knights to their 
first NCAA Regionals in .school 
history. 
Most recently in 1995, he 
earned the honor of Division I 
Atlantic Region CQach of the Year 
. after guiding the Knights to a 49-
D If you enjoy see-
ing articles i~ 'the 
Future sports se.c-
13 record. Despite his coaching 
honor, a 29 game winning streak, 
T AAC champions and rankings 
as high as 10th nationally, there 
was a slight disappointment to a 
finish of fourth in the Atlantic 
Region last year. But, as Bergman 
would agree, that was last year 
and this is a new season with new 
goals. 
He's divided this year into 
"mini seasons." Season #1 is to 
focus on the Olive Garden Tour-
nament. Season#2 in March wjll 
consist of pre-conference games. 
In Season #3 the Knights play 18 
games in the month of April, with 
all opponents hailing from the 
TAAC. Season #4 is the play-in 
for the conference. Season #5 is 
from May15-18, the TAAC tour-· 
nament. Season #6 is focused on 
the NCAA tournament. And, if all 
goes well, season #7 is the Col-
lege World Series. 
Bergman has seen success 
with not only himself over the 
years, but with his players as well. 
More than 100 of his players have 
gone on to s1gn professional con- · 
tracts, with the most recent being 
Chad Mottola signing with the 
Cincinnati Reds in '92 and Joe 
Wagner with the Milwaukee 
Brewers in '93. 
Bergman stays active in the, 
off-season with community in-
volvement. He heads two summer 
camps at local little league sites, 
tion about UCF 
tennis, wo:inen' ~ 
basketball, rugby 
• THE LOWEST RIRFRRES 
or'crew then please· 
come in and offer 
your services. To, 
do so call sports 
editor Jason 
Swancey at 823~ 
8054 ext. 27 and set 
up an appointment. 
·.• EURRILPRSSES 
• INT'L STUDENT ID 
• HOSTEL CRROS &. more~ 
[i,llll@llTravel '"--...-. 
CIEE: Council on International 
Educational Exchange · ~ 
_ Internet: hl~://111111111.ciee.org/cls/cl~home.ht;n 
l-800-2-COUNCIL · 
· . [l-B00-226-Bli24] .. ·. · 
WELLNESS FAIR 
Sponsored by 
UCF Senior Physical Therapy Students and Oviedo World <;Jym 
What: Bench Your Own WEIGHT LIFTING CONTEST; . 
aerob-a-thon, low-back and shoulder screening, prizes, 
food, fun and much more!! 
Who: Both members and non-members of World Gum 
Where~ World Gym In Oveido -19 Alafaya Woods Blvd. 
When~ Feb. 3rd from 11:00 - 3:00 (aerob-a-thon 11:30 - 1:30) 
How: To sign up? On-site registration costs ONLY $10.00 for 
weight lifting competition and $5.00 for screenings. 
(Proceeds to Benefit "Kids with Cancer" and UCF PT Students) 
"
et ·, tte "et· a·Co . .,_.._._ .. @ Remuranf and Bar 
50¢ Draft 
"Mai Tai" Drink Special 
Buffalo Wing SpeQials 
. ' ' 1l. 
Lake Buena Vista locationis1rn 
1 O pm till Close· Bar Only 
1-4 Exit 27, Crossroads of Lake Buena V~sta 
"At the entrance to Walt Disney World~ Village" 
( 407) 827-1258 
*Proper ID required. *Promotjon subject to chqnge without notice. 
*Not valid with other coupons or discounts. 
.'>. 
Ir' f;UOOSE . FOOD 
FOB SE!CCESS 
NATIONAi.. EATING DISOBDEBS 
. AWAllENESS WEEK 
February 5-9, 1996 
All Programs arc FREE!!! 
Monday 
Great E~pes 
Tables with games and prizes, body fat measurement, mental health counselors, 




Tables with games and prizes, body fat measurement, mental health counselors, 




Tables with gam~ and prizes, body fat measmcment, mental health counselors, 
nutrition and cxerci.Sc information. · 
llam-2pm 
Area II Commons 
"Nuke It!" 
Learn how your microwave can help you be healthy. Taste the creations! 
8:30pm 
, 
~ J I J ,. 
, '' • I./ 'I ' • 'O' f C• T •,. T-hursilar. ' 'I 
'. ·-. . . · :. : · "·< ·' '3:~TI(~µi ~in~Dg Boom 
Tables with games and ~es.,bopy f=!t mC::l.S4r!!Jl\ent, mental health counselors, 
nuJtition and .cxcrciSe· info:tination . 
. . ·. ' ,...- .n:iiri'..2pm 
J ,. ,. i/I. t • t l I 
f ,. • A .# • I • t 
l.ak~ ,a~. '.t1db1iliet!l 'Boom 
"Ho'w' io Surii.ve on College Food" 
• Lemn how"to cat hbalihrwhile living on your own. 
7:00pm 
Friday 
Student Center AuditorilDll 
"Gaining Perspective" 
An eating disorder screening program designed to give basic information, 
and help you help a friend or yourself. 
10am-12noon 
or 


































Community college transfetS should pltiy major roles for 
the Golden Knights in their quest for NCAA regionals 
BASEBALL, from page 16 
"We'll be a lot like last year 
with strong pitching and defense," 
Bergman said. 
Someone Bergman will be 
counting on for both defense and 
offense this season is returning 
third baseman Andy Moser. His 
game already included a strong 
arm and glove to match, but this 
season Moser has added a lethal 
bat to his repertoire. 
"Andy has become a more 
complete player, and we expect a 
lot more offense out of him," 
Bergman said. 
Theanchorofany good UCF 
team is pitching, and nothing has 
changed. The Golden Knights re-
turn co-captain Craig Cozart( 10-
2, 3.49 ERA) to the hill, but this 
time as the ace. The loss o~ Jay 
Veniard will be felt. However, 
Miami-Dade transfen· George 
Schmidt should help lighten the 
blow in the number two spot. 
The rest of the staff are all 
returners with experience: Lefties 
Steve Golden, Brian Gomes (8-1, 
2.95 ERA) and seniorTimRiegert. 
With Car~y Weeden return-
ing to the bullpen, late-inning leads 
should be safe. Joining him are 
. newcomers Marco Ramirez and 
Jimmy Papa. 
A little pop has also been 
added to the lineup this season 
with the return of designated hit-
ter Frank Fucile after a one-year 
absence. Adam Johnson's little 
brother Eric will also compete for 
DH in addition to being backup 
catcher. 
With all the new faces , one 
might wonder how they'll gel. But 
obviously that one didn't follow 
· the team last season or the one 
would have seen the most cohe-
sive UCF unit in quite sometime. 
"I think that (team cohe-
siveness) is a carry-over value that 
you have," Bergman said. "I think 
that's where your leadership is 
important. Our three captains, 
Loubier, Cozart and Johnson have 
all done a goodjob in the fa11 and 
early spring here in making sure 
those little things get taken care of 
off the field and in the locker 
room." 
One of the captain's first 
tasks will be to help the team keep 
an upbeat attitude· despite their 
extremely tough schedule right off 
the bat. 
It's a schedule that includes 
three pre-season Top-40 ranked 
teams, including ACC power 
Georgia Tech in the Olive Garden 
Classic. 
"I always like to play the 
tough teams early to see where we 
stand," Bergman said. "Our tough-
est games are our first six. I think 
with the inexperience and a frag-
ile psyche that if we get off to a 
bad couple of weekends it could 
take them a couple of weeks to 
bounce back." 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
1r AAC Preview 
The TAAC race should be 
tighter than ever this season, espe-
cially in the Sunshine State. 
•State-rivals, theStetsonHat" 
ters, almost have their entire team 
returning intact. 
. •Down in South Florida, FIU 
coach Danny Price also has a strong 
pitching staff to bolster his speedy 
team. The ace of the staff, Evan 
Thomas, returns looking to improve 
on last season's 15 wins. 
•FAU may be the team to 
watch in 1996. According to UCF 
coach Jay Bergman, they have im-
proved their pitching staff tremen.:. 
dously. Now they have the pitching 
and defense to go with their offen-
sive firepower. 
"I really like FA U as my dark 
horse with the improvements they've 
made in the off-season," Bergman 
said. "Towards the end of last sea-
son they were really swinging the 
bat well." 
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. Senior Scott Loubier's thumb surgery will hurt a UCF team 
lacking·experience. Loubier may be ·back by mid-season. 
· IJ~F lie& lier,,iceN l11tr.1111111ral . 181MtrtN 
Thru 1/25/96 
Sta11tli11•1N 
1995-96 Basketball Standings 
Red<RB) Fire birds 1-4 
Funky But Cool 4-0 Phi Slarnma Jamma 3-2 Centourious (CA) HASA 3-2-0 Below The Rim 0-5 
Rim Shakers 3-1 Rim Rockers 2-3 True Playaz 4-0 Jad~Crew 3-2-0 SPEPledges 0-5 
Too Much Heat 3-1 The Stings 2-3 Game Time 3-1 AKP 2-2-1 
Army ROTC 2-2 Mudcats 0-5 PCAC 3-1 Sinfonia Red 0-5-0 . 
Cartel 2-2 Firemen 1-3 Young Guns 0-5-0 · Fraterni~ R <FB) 
TeamBSU 2-2 Run and Gun 1-3 SAE II 5-0 
SAE ill 2-2 Knight (KB) Straight Jackets 0-4 SPEII 4-0 
SAEN 1-3 Hill toppers 5-0 Pegasus ~B} SXII · 3-2 
Sinfonia Gold 1-3 . Outkasts 4-1 Team Providence 5-0 sxm 3-2 
Shobi Ones 0-4 Life Is Good 3-2 White The Dogg Pound 5-0 TKEII 3-2 
Tinalis 2-3 MU GEN 4-1-0 FCA 4-1 . Fiji II 2-3 
ATOII 1-4 HASA 4-1-0 Air Force 3-2 LXAII 2-3 
Fraternity Gold (GD} Sinfonia Black 0-5 Killer Instinct 3-1-1 Underdogs 2-3 PKAII 1-3 
SAE ~-0 LXAID 1-4 
PKA 4-1 PKAID 1-4 
sx 3-2 
LXA 2-3 
TKE 1-4 Gemini(GW) 
ATO 0-5 Dead Presidents 5-0 
The Bulls 4-1 
Sweet Tarts 3-2 
Fraterni~ Black (BL} Lightning 2-3 
SPE 5-0 FCA 1-4 
Fiji 4-1 
Acacia 2-3 
CVI 2-3 ~ ~.' A12Qllo (AW) 
DU 1-4 PBP 4-1 
KS 1-4 AZD 3-2 
DDD 2-3 
ZTA 1-4 
Hercules <HA) DG 0-5 
Alley Upsilon 4-1 *Notice: Bring your student 
Bus Drivers 4-1 l.D. to EVERY game!!! 
,_ • 
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Despite nine players going pro, 
UCF looks to repeat in TAAC 
by JASON SWANCEY 
Sports editor 
The Golden Knights definitely had a 
memorable season in 1995. They 
nearly broke the national record 
for consecutive wins with 29 
and finished 49-13 over-
all. All this earned the ex-
perience-heavy team a 
berth into regionals of the 
NCAA Tournament and a 
trip north to Tallahassee. 
Now The Collegiate 
Baseball magazine has 
picked UCF as their choice to 
defend their TAAC title. That's 
just the cherry on the pressure pie. 
The problem with so much success is 
that people start to notice you. Most of the 
people who started to pay attention must 
have been pro scouts. UCF had nine play-
ers off last season's squad drafted in the 
major leagues and that doesn't even in-
clude Adam Johnson - the man who led 
the Knights in batting average(.385), 
douhles(21), home runs(8) and RBl's(66). 
"Offensively, Adam Johnson is the 
person who's gonna have to carry us a little 
bit," commented UCF's head coach, Jay 
Bergman. 
Most teams would start building 
again from scratch, but like any great coach 
Bergman doesn't rebuild- he reloads. 
After losing speedy outfielders Tony 
MariJlia and Alex Morales, the outfield · 
seems li_ke a good place to start the reload-
ing process. Johnson will move to left field 
and returning sophomore Todd Bellhorn 
will fill the gap in right. Roaming 
center field this season will be 
Pensacola junior college 
transfer Ryan Peavey. 
"I signed with UCF 
because of their program 
and what they accom-
plished last year," Peavey 
said. 
For right fielder Todd 
Bellhorn this could be a 
break-through season. 
"Bellhorn is ready to step 
up and be a player for us," Bergman said_ 
"Those guys (Bellhorn and Peavey) will_ 
probably anchor us down offensively." 
The infield has undergone a bit of 
reconstruction as well. At first base, trans-
fers Gregg Pacitti and Thornton Davis will 
take turns wearing the big mitt. The middle 
of the infield looks solid yet again with 
WCO transfer Bryan Bruce getting the-nod 
at second. His middle-mate will be second 
baseman Adrian Cardenas .from Miami-
Dade CC. 
It'll be junior Brad King behind the 
plate, because of senior Scott Loubier' s 
off-season thumb surgery. According to 
Bergman, Loubier won't be back until mid-
season at the earliest. 
see BASEBALL, page 15 
Bergman has 700 wins, now he 
wants a national championship 
by CHRIS SHILKAITIS 
Staff writer 
If you were to walk past UCF coach 
Jay Bergman's office, you'd notice a red 
sign to the left of his door stating the defi-
nition of TEAM - Together Each Accom-
plishes More. 
To the visible eye, that's all the sign 
reads. But if you look at Bergman's coach-
ing history, it says a whole lot more. 
Tomorrow will mark the start of his 
14th season at UCF. With over 500 victo-
cies at UCF alone, Bergman has yet to yield 
,iiolo/SACllWIHI 
UCF coach Jay Bergman will rely on timely hitting and strong pitching. 
photo/SAGIPIARIO 
The Golden Knights have been practicing diligently to get out the kinks 
before their season-opening series this weekend against Western Carolina. 
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